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I . Introduction

The demand for telecommunication services shows

seasonai , weekly and hourly fluctuations. To some

extent the variations are predicted but -the demand

also has a stochastic component. Tariffs of tele

communication services are often fixed during long

periods partly because of the cost of changing

prices, partly because of institutional restric

tions. Investments to increase the capacity takes

time to plan and effect. The problem which telead

ministrations has to solve is thus to determine

prices and capacity before the actual stochastic

demand is known.

Technological change is fast in the area of tele

communications. For transmissions satellites and

optical fibres are used and electronic switches

replace electromechanical. Subscribers terminal

equipment increase in complexity and many new faci

lities like viewdata are introduced. Some of this

technological development, particularly the intro

duction of electronic switches, alters drastically

the possibility to incorporate the stochastic fluc

tuations in demand in the pricing decisions. This

tendency was stressed already ten years aga by

Vickery [6J and has since then been reinforced.

Nowadays , instantaneous adjustments of the prices

to ~ariations in demand is most probably technical

ly possible. Why is this technology not introduced

by teleadministrations? One common argument

against momentary pricing is that it would be too

costly. In this paper we show that this argument

is dubious and moreover that it neglects the bene

fits of instantaneous pricing. We analyse the
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conditions under which investments in this techno

logy increase welfare. We also study the effects

on optim~l prices, capacity and net revenue.

In section II the model is presented. Section III

presents the resul ts when the new technology is

introduced. Section IV gives a numerical example

of the costs of introducing the new technology.

Section V contains a summary and conclusions.

I I • The Mode1

The problem of,determining welfare-maximizing

prices and capacity with stochastic demand was

first s·tudied by Brown and Johnson [2]. They assu

med that demand was a function of price and a

continuous random variable. We will use a special

kind of model in which the demand for a non-stora

ble good like telecommunication services takes on

two different levels . This kind of model was used

by Andersen [l] and Sherman and Visscher [4, 5]. A
single price p and the capacity Q has to be deter

mined before the actual demand Q is known. We

assumethat the demand functions are linear and

have the same slope.

(l) Q. = A. - Bp
1. 1.

for i = 1,2

where subscript i = 1,2 denotes high and low

demand, respectively.

The known probabilities of high and low demand are

s and l-s, respectively. The marginaloperating

cost is b per uni t of output and the marginal

capacity cost is ~ per unit of capacity. "f,ve assume

that there are no problems of indivisibilities.
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The objective function is taken to be the expected

value of total benefits minus total costs, E(W) l.

Since demand may exceed supply at the preset price

we need some assumption about the nonprice ration

ing scheme. For telecommunication services there

are general ly no queuing system when there is

congestion. However, the subscribers have the pos

sibility to repeat the attempt until connection is

established. If this were incorporated in the

model we would have to consider the cost of the

wai ting time. Instead we make the reasonable as

sumption that rationing is random, i. e. all sub

scribers, irrespective of their willingness to

pay, face the same probability to be served first.

The objective function is:

(2) E(W) = s[6(AI -Bp) /2B + (p-b)6J

vJhen rationing is random we know from Sherman and

Visseher [4J that the optimal price is either

equal to (A -O)/B or (A2-Ö)/B, but never in
l

between. vJe insert the price solutions in (2) and

maximize with respect to 6.

where asterisks denote optimal values.
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Solution (3) is optimal for high values of s while

(4) is optimal for low values of s. In ( 3 ) the

price equals b+~ while in (4) the price is b+~

S(AI -A2 )/2B. The expression (AI -A2 )/B is the verti

cal distance between the demand functions. vfuen

the probability of high demand increases the price

decreases and the capacity increases. When s is

high enough it becomes optimal to set the price

equal to b+~ and choose the capacity as if there

were high demand with certainty.

I I I The New Techno1ogy

We now introduce the technology by which prices at

once can adjust to the fluctuations in demand. Let

PI and P2 denote the price at high and low demand,
respectively. The capacity is still assumed to be

determined before -the actual demand is known.

We assume that the cost function remains linear

with the new technology but that both marginal

operating and capacity costs are changed to d and

Ö, respectively. We further make the reasonable

assumption that d>b and ö>~.

When the price can adjust instantaneously to the

variations in demand there is never any nonprice

rationing. The objective function is:

At high

while at

demand the price is equal to (A1-ä)/B

low demand the price is either equal to
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(A2-Q) /B or equal to the marginaloperating cost.

Inserting the price solutions in (5) and maximiz

ing with respect to Q we get:

Q* = Al - B(d + o/s)

( 7 ) pi = (AI-O*)/B p* = (A -Q*)/B
2 2

The expected price, Le. sPI + (l-s)P2' is equal

to d + O. This means that the price will increase

whenthe new technology is introduced. vve also see

that the expected net revenue will be zero. Before

the introduction of the new technology net revenue

was negative when solution (4) was optimal. These

resul ts agree with .Littlechild [3] who analysed

the problem of public utility pricing and invest

ment under risk using a state preference approach.

He also assumed that price was set after demand is

observed.

The capacity will decrease with the new technology

if solution (3) is optimal. This is what one would

expect since the increased flexibility in prices

should allow the capacity to be reduced. However,

if solution (4) is optimal we get the interesting

resul t that the capacity may either decrease or

increase. It is usually assumed that labor produc

tivity is higher in the manufacturing of electro

nic switches than in the production of electrome

chanical switches. We see that even under this

plausible assumption the demand for labor in the

production on switches may increase if the in

crease in capacity is large enough.
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~'Ve further note that the expected welfare with -the

new technology is the same as if the teleadminis

tration had to preset one price with a perfect

nonprice rationing scheme where those who receive

the largest consumer surplus were served firs-t.

The distribution of the welfare between consumer

surplus and net revenue is, however, different.

To test wether the new technology increases wel

fare we compare (2) and (5) in which the respec

tively optimal prices and capacityare inserted .

To shorten the presentation we give an example and

assume that solutions (3) and (6) are optimal. 2

The change in expected welfare from the introduc

tion of the new technology is:

(8) 6E(W) = B(d 2_b 2 )/2 + B(d6-b~) + B(62/s_~2)/2

- (SAl + (1-S)A2 )(d-b) - Al (6-B)

The possibility to adjust prices increases welfare

while the higher marginaloperating and capacity

costs decreases welfare. Depending on the parame

ters in the problem (8) may be positive or nega

tive. From (8) we get -the following comparative

static results:

(10) o(6EO'l) )/oAl = - s(d-b) - (6-~) < O

(Il) o(6E(W»)/oA2 = -(l-s)(d-b) < O

where the signs hold under the maintained assump

tion that d>b and 6>B.
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In this example we see that the less steep the

demand functions and the lower the intercepts, the

more likely it is that the new technology is intro

duced. The higher the probabili ty of high demand ,

the less probable it is that the new technology is

adopted.

As observed previously the introduction of the new

technology means "that net revenue will be zero,

while before i t could be negative. I f the tele

administration has to cover its costs we would

have to add a break-even constraint to (2). To

test we"ther the new technology increases welfare

the new formulation of (2) should be used in the

comparison above.

IV A Numerica1 I11ustration

To get an estimate of the magnitude of the costs

of the type of technology discussed we use Sweden
3

as an examp1e. In 1982 the total number of tele-

phone exchanges in Sweden was 6 755. The number of

e1ectronic exchanges increases but there were on1y

6 running in mid-1981. Of e1e total number of

telephone exchanges about 800 had a function in

the tariff-system. The total number of te1ephones

in 1982 was 6.9 million.

Firstly, we estimate the investment costs. In mid

1981 the Swedish Telecommunications Administration

(Televerket) estimated the va1ue of the fixed

assets to about 67 billion Swedish crowns (SEK) at

replacement costs. In 1976 the corresponding

figure was about 22 billion SEK, of which tele

phones made up 3 percent, subscriber lines

32 percent,telephone exchanges (excluding build

ings) 26 percent , local circuits 9 percent , trunk
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circuits 18 percent and buildings 12 percent .

These percentages were about the same in 1972 when

a similar division of replacement costs was made •

.Al though the cost trends differ somewhat between

the items, we use these figures in the example.

We assume that the investments in the new techno

logy only affects switching equipment (excluding

buildings) which has a function in the tariff

system. Thus the present telephones are usedto

convey information about the tariffs to the sub

scribers. Since these 800 telephone exchanges gene

rally are larger than average size and have extra

equipment we estimate their share of tl1e total

replacement costs of exchanges to 80 percent. This

means that about 21 percent of the fixed assets

are affected by the investements. We further

assume that the new technology raises the replace

ment costs by 10 - 20 percent because of higher

hardware and software costs. Thus, the addi tional

costs of introdueing the new technology in electro

nie telephone exchanges are about 1.4 - 2.8 bill

ion SEK. This can be compared with the investments

in the telephone branch made by Televerket in

1980/81 which were 2.8 billion SEK. In this ex

ample we ignored the effect of changes in capacity

by the introduction of the new technology. The

investment costs would naturally be higher if tele

phones were also affected by the change of techno

logy.

If we assume that the new technology was introdu

ced on top of the present yearly investments and

that the investments were proportional to the re

placement costs of ·the items previously separated,

"then the investment costs in 1980/81 would have
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inereased by some 57 - 115 million SEK, i. e. by

2.1 - 4.2 pereent.

Seeondly, we estimatethe operating costs. In

1975/76 Televerket estimated the totaloperating

eosts to 1.1 billion skr, of which telephone ex

ehanges made up 0.3 billion SEK. We assume that

the inerease in operating eosts follows the in

crease in replacement eosts which was about

50 pereent from 1975/76 to 1980/81. We further

assume that the new 'teehnology raises the operat

ing eosts by 5-10 pereent, whieh means 18-36 mill

ion SEK in 1980/81. If we assume that this eost

di fferenee is eonstant over time then the diseoun

ted present value of the inerease in operating

costs (25 years and 5 %) is 0.3-0.5 billion SEK.

Thus, the large costs of introducing the new tech

nology are the investment costs.

This admittedly crude estimation shows that the

resis,tance among teleadministrations against in

stantaneous pricing is hardly based on eost consi

derations. Other frequent arguments against mo

mentary pricing are difficulties in forecasting

demand and revenues, possible adverse subscriber

reaetions and increasing problems in dimensioning

the telesystem. These arguments should alsa be

carefully scrutinized to assess their proper impor

tanee.

V S1IIIIIIIary and Conc1usion

The telecommunications sector plays a crucial role

in any developed economy. As the share of ,the

information sector in the economy increases this

impartance is enhanced. Telecommunicatians are
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also of great interest since the large investments

in the sector has a eonsiderable impaet on the

national eeonomies. This attention is usually rein

foreed during periods of slow eeonomie growth. It

is therefore important that the prieing and invest

ment deeisions in this sector are earefully exami

ned.

This paper foeuses on the introduetion of new

teehnology in the teleeommunieation sector . In a

model with stochastic demand we analysed the ef

feets of introdueing a teehnology whieh enabled

the priees to adjust "to the fluetuations in

demand. Under the plausible assumption that the

new teehnology raises marginaloperating and capac

ity eosts we saw that the optimal priees inereased

while the capacity eould inerease as well as de

erease. The effeet on net revenue was non-nega

tive.

v'le also gave an example of the eonditions under

whieh the teehnology inereased welfare. The less

steep the demand funetions, the lower the inter

eepts and the lower the probability of high

demand , the more likely was the introduetion of

the new teehnology.

The inerease in the yearly investment eosts of the

Swedish Teleeommunieations Administration by gra

dual ly introdueing instantaneous prieing was rough

ly estimated to 2-4 percent. The additional operat

ing eosts were estimated to about 1-2 percent of

-totaloperating eosts. Thus, the resistanee among

teleadministrations against the new teehnology is

hardly based on eost considerations.
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Rotes

l The usual assump·tions for the applicability of
partiai welfare analys is are made.

2 Since there are two solutions for each objective
function the total number of comparisons are four.
The other comparisons are made analogously.

3 The numerical example is based on interviews
with experts at the Swedish Telecommunications Ad
ministration (Televerket) and on published and un
published statistics from Televerket.
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